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Abstract 
In this paper, we use the perversity and self-duality of the sheaf of vanishing cycles to obtain 
previously unknown bounds on the Betti numbers of the Milnor fibre of a central hyperplane 
arrangement in c3. Moreover, we obtain restrictions on the monodromy action on cohomology 
which yield number-theoretic onstraints on the Betti numbers of the Milnor fibre. 
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0. Introduction 
There is currently a great deal of mathematical activity centered around the topology 
of complex hyperplane arrangements. A good reference for results and questions in the 
field is given by Orlik and Terao in [ 15, Chapter 51. 
Two of the most important objects in this topological study of arrangements are the 
Milnor fibre and monodromy of a central arrangement (an arrangement in which each 
hyperplane passes through the origin). While the Euler characteristic of the Milnor fibre of 
a central arrangement is easy to calculate, it is unknown how to effectively calculate the 
Betti numbers of the Milnor fibre for an arbitrary arrangement. Naturally, the monodromy 
action on the cohomology of the Milnor fibre is even more difficult to understand. 
Descriptions can be given in special cases; see, for instance, [15, $5.61, for a discussion 
of the case of a generic arrangement. 
One might hope that, by restricting oneself to central arrangements in C3, the problem 
would become completely managable. In this case, the singularities are all lines, and there 
are at most two nontrivial Betti numbers of the Milnor fibre. However, even in this case, 
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the problem presents interesting difficulties. In [5], Esnault describes how to obtain the 
Betti numbers from a resolution of the singularity-however, it appears unworkable to 
use this method to compute in the case of arbitrary arrangements in cC3. In [4, Chapter 6, 
Section 41, Dimca investigates specific arrangements in @’ and, using defects in linear 
systems, obtains some nice results; but, again, the general case is not dealt with. 
In this paper, we will use the machinery of perverse sheaves and vanishing cycles 
to obtain restrictions on the characteristic polynomial of the Milnor monodromy on the 
degree one cohomology of a central arrangement in @; this puts upper-bounds and 
number-theoretic constraints on the Betti numbers of the Milnor fibre. We then use that 
the sheaf of vanishing cycles is self-dual under Verdier duality to obtain new lower- 
bounds on the Betti numbers. 
Specifically, we prove in 3.4 and 4.1 
Theorem. Suppose that f : C3 + @ defines a central hyperplane arrangement consisting 
of d hyperplanes. For each I-$at V, let d, denote the number of hyperplanes in the 
arrangement which contain V. Let E = C,(d,, - 1) and D = C,(d,, - 2)((d,, d) - l), 
where the sums are over all l-flats and (d,, d) denotes the greatest common divisor: Let 
bl and b2 denote the Betti numbers qf the Milnor$bre off, F~,o, at the origin. 
Then 
bz - b, = -2(d - 1)2 - (d - 1) + dE 
and 
max (d- 1)2+ 
D-(d- l)(E- 1) 
2 
<b,<d-l+D. 
Moreover; the characteristic polynomial, w’, of the Milnor monodromy action on 
H’(Ff,o;Z) has the form (charw’)(t) = (t - l)d-‘A, where A divides 
N 
t(cLd) - 1 d”-2 
t-1 
” > 
in Z[t]. 
Recently, Cohen and Suciu [3] have developed an algorithm for computing the Betti 
numbers of the Milnor fibre of a central arrangement in U?; one which seems to work 
in complete generality. They first find a presentation for the fundamental group of the 
complement of the arrangement, and then apply the Fox calculus. The algorithm is 
completely coded into Mathematics-if one feeds in an arrangement, waits long enough, 
and does not run out of memory, the Betti numbers of the Milnor fibre appear. Our 
theorem above serves as a check to make sure that the answers that Mathematics produces 
are reasonable. In addition, the algorithm of Cohen and Suciu does not give the above 
result on the monodromy. 
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1. Definitions and preliminary results 
Throughout this paper, f : C3 + C will denote a product of d distinct linear forms. 
Hence, f-‘(O) IS a central arrangement of d hyperplanes in @” (see [El). We let Ff,o 
denote the Milnor fibre of f at the origin. 
The critical locus of f, Cf, consists of a number of complex lines through the origin; 
these lines are the I-Juts of the arrangement. The l-flats are formed by the intersection 
of two or more of the hyperplanes in the arrangement. If v is a l-flat, we let d,, denote 
the number of hyperplanes in the arrangement which contain V. If each d,, = 2, the 
arrangement is called generic. 
If v is a l-flat and p E v - 0, then by taking a hyperplane slice through p which 
is transverse to v (i.e., a normal slice), one obtains an isolated hypersurface singularity 
at p which consists of d, intersecting lines. We denote the Milnor number of this new 
isolated singularity by &, and perform a trivial calculation to find that &, = (d, - 1)2. 
As f is homogeneous, the complement of the arrangement, @s - f-‘(O), has the 
homotopy-type of the total space, E, of the Milnor fibration of f at the origin [ 131. If 
we let w* denote the monodromy on cohomology, then the cohomology Wang sequence, 
with Z coefficients, of this fibration begins: 
0 --f Ho(E) + H”(Ff,o) id-w’:H”(Ff,,) + ... (1.1) 
As f is reduced, Ff,” is connected; hence, H’(Ff,o) P Z. Also, it is easy to show that 
Ho(E) ” Z and H’(E) ” Zd ( or one can appeal to the result of Orlik and Solomon [ 141). 
Hence, we have the exact sequence 
0 t Z + Zd + H’ (Ff,o) 5 H’ (Ff,o) + (1.2) 
and so we obtain the following bound: 
Proposition 1.3. A lower-bound on the$rst Betti number is given by bl > d - 1 
We are now going to use the Le^ numbers, which we developed in [8-l 11, and [ 121, to 
give a formula for b2 - b, 
For any complex analytic function f, if s denotes the dimension of Cf at the origin, 
for all p E Cf near the origin, we define the L& numbers Xy,z(p), ,X;,,(p) with 
respect to a generic linear choice of coordinates z. The LC numbers have a number of 
properties which generalize the Milnor number of an isolated singularity. 
We do not wish to go into the general theory of L& numbers here; however, we can 
easily give their algebraic definition in the present setting. As we are dealing with a 
function with a l-dimensional critical locus, the only two non-zero LC numbers are X”f,Z 
and Xi,Z. Let z := (20,. . ., z,) be a linear choice of coordinates for (En+’ such that 
no hyperplane V(zi) contains a l-flat or 2-flat of the arrangement. Consider the cycle 
determined by the scheme V(af/a ~1,. , af/az,). This cycle can be written as a sum 
where all of the components of Ai,z are contained in the critical locus of f, and none 
of the components of rj,, are contained in the critical locus of f. Then, the L& numbers 
are the intersection numbers given by 
X0,,,(0) = ( i q,z v ( g))O and Xi,,(O) = (Alf,z ’ v(zo))o. 
Before stating the results that we will need, we simplify the notation; we write simply 
X0 and X1 in place of X:,,(O) and Xi,,(O), respectively. 
Proposition 1.4. 
(i) X’ = C, E, = C,(d, - 1)2 = d(d - I) - C,(& - 1); 
(ii) (d- l)j =X0+ (d- 1)X’; 
(iii) X0 = (d - 1)(-(d - 1) + C,,(d, - 1)); 
(iv) bz - bl = X0 - A’ = -2(d - l)* - (d - 1) + dC,(d, - 1). 
Proof. (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 
(iv) follows from 5.2 of [SJ, which gives the fundamental topological importance of 
the LC numbers. 
(i) and (ii) make a good exercise using the definitions given above. Alternatively, 
(ii) follows from 5.1 of [8]. (i) also follows from 5.1 of [8], together with a quick 
counting argument which shows that d(d - 1) = c, d,(d, - 1). 0 
Remark 1.5. Note that since part (iv) above gives a formula for bZ - 61, any bounds on 
bl automatically yield corresponding bounds on b?. Henceforth, we will restrict ourselves 
to explicitly stating only the bounds on bl. 
2. A tale of two monodromies 
For each l-flat v of Cf, one may consider-as before-a generic hyperplane slice, H. 
at points p E v - 0; then, the restricted function, fl,,, will have an isolated critical point 
at p. The Milnor number of this isolated singularity of fl, at p is independent of the 
point p E v - 0; recall from above that this value is given by G,, = (d,, - 1)2. We wish 
to consider two different monodromy automorphisms on the group H’(Ff,H,,) g ZEu. 
First, there is the ordinary Milnor monodromy wv : Ziu + Zr”Ou, which is induced 
by letting the value of f travel around the unit circle in @. The map w, is induced 
on cohomology by the map of spaces z e e2x2/dU . z (see [13, 9.41). It follows 
that w,“u = id and that the characteristic polynomial of wy is given by (charw,)(t) = 
(t- 1) d~-‘(*)d~-z (see [13, 9.41). 
Second, there is an internal monodromy 12, : ZGu + Z?:u, which is induced by letting 
p E v - 0 travel around v - 0 (which is homotopy-equivalent to a circle). 
We need to relate these two monodromies. 
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Theorem 2.1. The two monodromies are related by h, = wyd. Hence, if we let &x(w,) 
denote the complex eigenspace of w, associated to the eigenvalue A, then ker(id - h,) = 
ex &x(w,), where the sum is over all X which are (d,, d)-roots of unity (here, (d,, d) 
is the greatest common divisor). 
The dimensions of the eigenspaces are given by dim Et (w,,) = d, - I, and 
dim EJ,(w,,) = d, - 2 ,f or all eigenvalues X unequal to 1, and therefore the charac- 
teristic polynomial (char(w,,Lcr(,d_-hv)))(t) is given by 
and so 
dimker(id - h,) = d, - 1 + (d, - 2)((d,,d) - 1). 
Proof. We blow-up the origin in @” and investigate the monodromies in the blow-up. 
Recall that f : C’ + C defines our hyperplane arrangement; hence, f is a product of 
distinct linear forms on @. 
Let B C C’ x P2 denote the blow-up of the origin in C’, and let 7r: B + CT denote 
the canonical projection. Consider the composed map f := f 0 rr. As 7r induces an 
isomorphism off of r-l (0), the monodromies h, and w, in which we are interested still 
exist for J. 
Now, fix a one-flat V. We will use coordinates (2, y, Z) for @‘, and homogeneous 
coordinates [U : u : w] on IF’*. We may assume, without loss of generality, that v = 0 x @ 
(the z-axis). The proper transform, i; of v is still a line, which is contained in the affine 
patch {u, # 0). The intersection of i; and the exceptional divisor, E, is the single point, 
((0,0,0),[0:0: 11). 
If we rewrite f in local coordinates on B, we find f(u., 21, Z) = zdLr (u, V) . Ld,, (PL, u), 
where the Li’s are distinct linear forms in u and I). Now, our monodromy h, is obtained 
by fixing the value of f at 1, letting z move around the unit circle, and looking at the 
effect on the cohomology. That is, we look at 
1 
as z moves the unit circle. But, this is simply a d-fold iteration of the inverse of the 
ordinary Milnor fibre monodromy of LI (u, V) . . Ld, (IL, v); in other words, on the level 
of cohomology, the map is wyd. 
As the monodromy w,, has finite order, it is diagonalizable over the complex numbers. 
Since (charw,)(t) = (t - l)du-’ [(tdY - l)/(t - l)ldyP2, one finds the eigenvalue 1 with 
multiplicity d, - 1, and every other d,th root of unity occurs with multiplicity d, - 2. 
Thus, by looking at which d,th roots of unity equal 1 when raised to the dth power, 
we obtain the desired conclusion. 0 
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3. Perversity of the vanishing cycles 
We continue with the notations from the last two sections. In particular, recall that we 
now have three monodromy maps on various integral cohomology groups: the Milnor 
monodromy w*: H*(Ff,o) + H*(Ff,o), the Milnor monodromy, w, : H’(Fflw,,,) t 
H’ (Ff I,,,), associated to a nearby normal slice to a 1 -fat V, and the internal monodromy, 
h~:H’(QH,,,) + R’(QH,,, ), which is also associated to the normal slice. 
It follows from 2.1 that the restriction of w,, to ker(id - h,), i;;,, : ker(id - hy) + 
ker(id - h,), induces an isomorphism. We also described the characteristic polynomial 
of this map in 2.1: 
(char&)(t) = (t - l)d”-l 
(t’“;” 1 l)du-2 
Theorem 3.1. There is an exact sequence 
o -+ H’ (F~,o) A @ ker(id - h,,) 
of &nodules and a commutative diagram 
0 --+ H’ (QO) II @, ker(id - hU) 
J 
J 1 
G3” z 
0 + R’ (Qo) i’@, ker(id - hV) 
Proof. Let 2.4 denote C”, let i denote the inclusion of Cf - 0 into Cf, and let j denote 
the inclusion of 0 into Cf. Let P’ denote the shifted sheaf of vanishing cycles $fZ;[2] 
restricted to Cf, i.e., P’ = (#fZ&[2])lcr. 
The complex P’ is a perverse sheaf. Moreover, the topological Milnor monodromy 
induces a monodromy morphism A4 : P’ + P’ in the derived category (see [ 1,2,7]). 
We will examine the long exact sequence on hypercohomology of the pair (Cf, Cf-0) 
with coefficients in P’: 
--+ W’(Cf, Cf - 0; P’) * w-‘(Cf; P’) 
z w-l (Cf - 0; P’) + WO(Cf, Cf - 0; P’) + . . (3.2) 
This long exact sequence is precisely the long exact sequence on hypercohomology 
associated to the distinguished triangle Rj’j’P’ + P’ + Ri,i*P’ 3 Rj’j’P’. 
Now, H-‘((R~‘~!P’)o) = H-‘(j’P’) and so, by the cosupport condition for perverse 
sheaves, W-‘(Cf, Cf - 0; P’) = H-‘(Rj,j!P*)a = 0. 
As f is homogeneous, W-‘(Cf; P’) is the same as the stalk cohomology of P’ at the 
origin, i.e., W-‘(Cf; P’) Z H’ (F~,o). 
We will have demonstrated the first claim of the theorem once we show that W-’ (Cf - 
0; P’) Z @,,ker(id - h,,). 
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Now, W-‘(Cj - 0;P’) S W-‘(Cf; Ri,i*P’). The complex i*P’ is the restriction 
of P’ to Cj - 0; near the origin, this sheaf has stalk cohomology only in degree - 1. 
Moreover, the cohomology sheaf H-’ (i*P’) is locally constant when restricted to Cf -0. 
It follows that i*P’ is naturally isomorphic in the derived category to a local system of 
coefficients in degree -1 on Cf - 0. 
To be more precise, there exists a locally constant (single) sheaf, C, on Cf - 0 such 
that when C is considered as a complex, C’, we have that C’[ l] is naturally isomorphic 
to i*P’. For each component v of Cf, the restriction of L to v - 0 is a local system with 
0 0 0 
stalks ZcLU which is completely determined by the monodromy map h, : Zpu + Zpu. 
Therefore, 
K’(Cf - 0;P’) ” H-‘(Cf;Ri*i*C’[l]) 2 @HP(V - O;l) 
” 
and these global sections are well-known to be given by ker(id - h,); this proves the 
first part of the theorem. 
The second part of the theorem follows at once from the fact that we have the mon- 
odromy morphism from P’ to itself in the derived category; this implies that the mon- 
odromy maps induced on hypercohomology commute with restriction maps. 0 
Remark 3.3. This theorem is related to the work of Randell in [ 161, Esnault in [S], and 
to work of Libgober. However, the result above generalizes trivially to a much more 
general setting than those in [16] or [5]. While it may appear that we used the results 
of 2.1 in a crucial manner in the above theorem, this is not the case; an analogous result 
can proved in exactly the same manner for an arbitrary analytic function f on an open 
subset of Cn+’ provided only that f has a one-dimensional critical locus. 
Corollary 3.4. The characteristic polynomial of w’ has the form (charw’)(t) = 
(t - l)“-‘A, where A divides n,(w)‘uP2 in E[t]. Thus, 
bl < d - 1 + C(d, - 2)((d,,,d) - 1). 
Proof. From the theorem, (charw’)(t) divides n,(charlj,,)(t). But, the exact se- 
quence 1.2 tells us that the dimension of the eigenspace of w’ associated to the eigen- 
value 1 is simply d - 1. 
The bound on bi follows immediately. 0 
Example 3.5. In general, the bound in Corollary 3.4 seems to be more applicable than 
the statement about the characteristic polynomial. However, there are cases where the full 
result in 3.4 has nice applications. Consider, for example, the case where the degree d = 
p2, where p is a prime. 
There is the trivial case where there is a l-flat v for which d, = p*. In this case, v 
is the only l-flat and the arrangement is a cross-product. We will deal with this case in 
Example 3.7. 
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So, consider the case where d = p* and d, < p2 for all v. Then, as (tP - l)/(t - 1) is 
irreducible in Z[t], Corollary 3.4 says that (charw’)(t) = (t - l)n’-‘((t* - l)/(t - 1))” 
where k is a nonnegative integer less than or equal to (p - 2) (the number of l-flats v 
for which d, = p). 
In other words, not only do we have the upper-bound given in 3.4, but bl must be 
of the form p2 - 1 + Ic(p - l), i.e., bl s p2 - 1 mod@ - 1). This greatly restricts the 
possible values of bl. 
In the special case where d = 9 and d, < 5 for all v, there is an interesting geometric 
interpretation of the exponent Ic. See 4.15 of [4]. 
Example 3.6. Consider an arrangement of d hyperplanes in @’ in which, for every 
l-flat v, d, = 2 or (d,,, d) = 1. Then, 3.4 tells us that bl < d - 1. But, we know from 1.3 
that d - 1 < bl. Therefore, bl = d - 1. 
Note that this example covers two cases which can easily be obtained by other methods: 
generic arrangements (where d, = 2 for all v), and the trivial arrangements given by 
functions of the form f = z . Li (x, y) . . Ld-i (2, y). 
Example 3.7. Another completely trivial arrangement is a cross-product arrangement 
given by a function of the form f = Li (z, y) L~(z, y). 
In this case, there is only one l-flat, the a-axis, and this flat is contained in all d of 
the hyperplanes. Hence, 3.4 gives us bl < d - 1 + (d - 2)(d - 1) = (d - 1)2. 
Of course, we know that bl = (d - 1)2,-b ecause the Milnor fibre is homotopy- 
equivalent to the Milnor fibre of an arrangement of d lines in C2. 
4. Self-duality of the vanishing cycles 
In this section, we use the self-duality of the sheaf of vanishing cycles to obtain a new 
lower-bound on bl. 
Let E := C,,,(dv - 1) and let D := C,,(d, - 2)((d,,d) - 1). 
Proposition 4.1. 
(,_,)2+D-(d-1)(E-‘) <b 
2 
1 1. 
Proof. All complexes of sheaves in this proof are sheaves of vector spaces, where the 
base field may be taken to be either Q or 6. 
The operations of Verdier dualizing and taking vanishing cycles shifted by - 1 commute 
up to nonnatural isomorphism; that is, 2)(4fF’[-1]) E (4f(DF’))[- l] (see [2] and [17]). 
It follows that if P’ = ($fC&[n])l,, , where U is an open subset of Cn+i and f : U + C 
is any analytic function, then VP’ 2 P’. 
Now, let us consider the case that we are interested in-namely, U = C3 and f defines 
a central arrangement. We have the exact sequence (3.2): 
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“. --+ W’(Cf,Cf -0;P’) -+Hr’(Cf;P’) 
s W’(Cf - 0; P’) A WO(Cf, Cf - 0; P’) 4 . . , 
where we showed that lH-‘(Cf, Cf - 0; P’) = 0, W-l (Cf; P’) S H’ (F~,o), and 
IH-’ (Cf - 0; P’) 2 @,ker(id - hy). 
In 2.1, we showed that dim ker(id - h,) = d, - 1 + (d, - 2)((d,,d) - 1). Hence, 
dim IH-‘(Cf - 0; P’) = E + D. 
Now, W”( Cf, Cf - 0; P’) is isomorphic to the stalk cohomology at the origin of DP’, 
which is-by self-duality of the vanishing cycles-isomorphic to the stalk cohomology 
at the origin of P’ itself. Thus, dimlHlO(Cf, Cf - 0; P’) = b2. 
Therefore, using @ coefficients, we have an exact sequence 
It follows that E + D < bl + b2. Now, from 1.4(iv), we know that b2 - bl = 
-2(d - I)* - (d - 1) -t dE; using this equality to eliminate b2 from the preceding 
inequality, we arrive at the desired conclusion. 0 
Example 4.2. Let us return to the cross-product arrangement of Example 3.7. In this 
case, E = d - 1 and D = (d - 2)(d - l), and so the lower bound in 4.1 is (d - 1)2. 
Combining this with the upper bound obtained in 3.7, we find that-in this most trivial 
of cases-our bounds pinpoint b, at (d - 1)2. 
Example 4.3. Let us consider an example slightly more complicated than those of the 
previous section. We will use the braid arrangement from Example 5.1 of [3]. That is, 
f = zyz(z - y)(z - z)(y - z). 
One finds that: d = 6, there are four l-flats I/ with d, = 3, and there are three l-flats 
vwithdV=2.Thus,E=4~2+3~1=llandD=4~(1~2)=8. 
The inequality in 4.2 becomes: 5 = max(4 5) < bl < 13. 
We can improve this if we go back and apply Corollary 3.4; we find that bl = 5 + 21c, 
where 0 < Ic < 4. Therefore, the possible values for bl are 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13, and the 
respective possible values for b2 are 16, 18, 20, 22, and 24. 
The actual values of the Betti numbers-as computed in [3]-are bl = 7 and b2 = 18. 
Before we leave this example, we wish to see what the work of Esnault in [5] implies 
about bl. Result 12 of [5] applies to any arrangement in which d, < 3 for all l-flats V; 
that is our current situation. Result 12.2(ii) says then that 5 < bl < 5 + 2 2 = 9. 
Moreover, a quick look at the proof shows that the fact that bi is of the form 5 + 2k is 
also contained in [5]. 
Thus we see that, for arrangements in which d, < 3 for all l-flats V, the results of [5] 
are superior to ours. 
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5. Questions and remarks 
We saw in Examples 3.6 and 4.4 that our bounds certainly do not pinpoint the values of 
the Betti numbers of the Milnor fibre. These examples also show that, by specifying the 
number of l-flats v for which d, takes on various values, it is not possible to obtain all 
values for the Betti numbers which lie between our bounds-there are number-theoretic 
constraints imposed by Corollary 3.4. 
This leads to the question: by specifying the number of l-flats v for which d, takes on 
various values, is it possible to obtain all values for the Betti numbers which lie between 
our bounds and which satisfy the number-theoretic onstraints imposed by Corollary 3.4? 
Again, the answer is: no. The result of Esnault that we applied in Example 4.4 shows 
that our upper-bound is too large for arrangements in which: d, < 3 for all l-flats V, d 
is divisible by 3, and there is more than one l-flat for which d, = 3. 
The results and techniques of [5] lead us to believe that our own methods can be 
refined to yield improved bounds on 01. 
While the entire point of 4.1 is to obtain the lower-bound (d - l)2 + (D - (d - l)(E - 
1))/2 on bl, it is not clear that this bound is ever better than d- I, unless the arrangement 
is a cross-product arrangement (and, hence, has only one l-flat). 
One of the referees of this paper has recommended trying the examples which appear 
in [6]. The referee indicates that he/she has tried two of examples from that paper, and 
that the d - 1 bound was better in each of those two cases. The referee believes that there 
may be some connection between our bounds on hl and the restriction which appears in 
the theorem from [6, p. 1321. 
Finally, we hope that the reader understands that we believe that the techniques that 
we use are at least as important as the results that we obtain. The bounds that we obtain 
on the Betti numbers of the Milnor fibre arc fairly good and are trivial to calculate. In 
some special cases, the bounds completely determine the Betti numbers; but, in general, 
they do not. However, Corollary 3.4 imposes further constraints on the possible values 
for the Betti numbers. Moreover, we obtained our results quickly and easily by using 
general, well-known results about the derived category and perverse sheaves. This should 
be contrasted with other results, such as those in [3] and [5]. 
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